LAYING
THE
FOUNDATION

IMPORTANT
TERMS AND CONCEPTS
The following definitions explain the difference between the NAME of a person
and the title of a person.
NAME: originally, a spoken quality or characteristic identified the person; a word of
personal identification. Retains its ORIGINAL pronunciation when spoken in any
language.
TITLE: a word giving information about a person’s position of authority, family
relation-ship, or job position.
This version of the New Testament uses the following ORIGINAL pronunciation, which
gives greater accuracy and deeper insight into the ORIGINAL meaning first written: The
title MOST HIGH MIGHTY ONE is YL instead of God.
The NAME of YL of Heaven and Earth is YHVH instead of its erroneous translation
into the titles of God and LORD.
The NAME of the Seed of YHVH manifest in the flesh as the Promised Son and Savior
is YHVHYSH instead of the Greek appointed name, Jesus.
The title meaning ANOINTED BY YHVH to Save this Creation is MSHYCH instead
of Christ.
YHVH - YL is the ORIGINAL Hebrew pronunciation of the Name and title, SelfExisting Eternal One, Most High and Mighty. Used instead of LORD God Almighty.
Mashiyach: YHVHYSH is the ORIGINAL Hebrew pronunciation of the Name and title,
Anointed One of YHVH manifest in the flesh as Savior. Used instead of Christ Jesus.
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Following are the definitions of the NAMES and titles being used. The Scriptures
referred to in the Preface are all from the RESTORATION OF THE ORIGINAL
SACRED NAME BIBLE available from Missionary Dispensary Bible Research Pilgrim
Acres Route 1, Box 539 Emory, Texas 75540.
NAMES USED

YHVH: - pronounced Ya Va (“a” as in far), which is the oldest and most correct English
pronunciation of the NAME of the GOD/YL of Sacred Scripture.
The English PHONETIC spelling of the Tetragrammaton {YHVH} which is the original
written Hebrew word for the NAME of the YL of Sacred Scripture as revealed to Moses
in Exodus 3 13 :14 “and Moses said unto YHVH, Behold, when I come unto the
children of Israel, and shall say unto them, The YL of your fathers that sent me unto
you; and they shall say to Me, What is His name? What shall I say unto them?” And
YHVH said unto Moses, “I AM THAT I AM” (English letters HYH): and He said,
“Thus shall thou say unto the children of Israel, YHVH hath sent me unto you.”
Derived from the Hebrew verbs, “HYH” and “YHVH” which both express existence;
“HYH” - to exist, to be; “YHVH” - to breathe, to be.
The NAME by which the YL of Sacred Scripture identified Himself.
Isaac 42: 8…“I am YHVH, that is My NAME”.
Therefore, YH - VH translates…I AM the Self Existing Eternal One.
Found at least 6,825 times in the original Hebrew Old Testament, but when translated
into other languages the NAME was omitted and replaced by titles.
The original NAME of the YL of Sacred Scripture is of utmost importance because
YHVH declares in Isaac 52: 6.
“…My people shall know My Name.”
YHVHYSH: - pronounced in English: Ya Va Yash (a as in far).
- ORIGINAL Hebrew NAME used to identify YHVH as Savior.
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Isaac 43: 1:

“I am YHVH, and there is none besides Me ready to save”.
Isaac 45: 21: ”…And there is none else that is YL be sides ME! An
YL, righteous and ready to save, there is none besides ME!”

1 Corinthians 8:6: ”yet for us there is but one YL, the Father, from whom all things
came and for whom we live; and there is but one Mashiyach,
YHVHYSH, through whom all things cam and through whom we
live.
Colossians 1:15 – 17: He {YHVHYSH} is the image of the invisible YL, the first-born
over all creation. For by Him all things were created: things in
Heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or powers
or rulers or authorities; all things were created by Him and for Him.
He is before all things, and in Him all things HOLD TOGETHER.
Hebrews 1: 13: ”The Son is the radiance of YHVH’s glory and the exact representation
of His being, sustaining all things by his powerful Word. After He had
provided purification for sins, He sat down at the right hand of the
Majesty in Heaven.
The ORIGINAL Hebrew NAME of the SEED of YHVH, planted by YHVH into mortal
flesh to be the Son, and anointed by YHVH to SAVE this (His) Creation from its
mortality and sinful destruction to immortality and membership into YHVH’s eternal
Family; John 10: 30…”I {Seed/Son of YHVH} and the Father are One”.
In: John 5: 43…the Seed/Son of YHVH stated, “I have come in the NAME of My
Father,” The Father’s NAME is YHVH. The Hebrew word for Save
and Savior is YSH. The Son’s NAME is…
YH - VH - YSH translates YHVH - Saves and is Savior
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NAMES USED
TITLES USED
UNCREATED MAGNETISM
UNCREATED LIGHT
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YHVHYSH

is
the SEED of YHVH manifest in flesh as YHVH’s Son
whom YHVH
is
the manifestation into this (His) Creation
of
the SELF EXISTING, ETERNAL ONE THAT SAVES and is SAVIOR
Acts 10 42: 43: (Peter speaking to the household of Cornelius) “And he charged us to
proclaim unto the people and bear full witness, that, this is He that hath
been marked out by YHVH to be Judge of the living and dead. Unto
the same do all the prophets bear witness, that remission of sins is to
be received through His NAME, by every one that believeth on Him”.
TITLES USED
YL - pronounced - YL HM (Y as in yellow, HM as in him).
- Hebrew title MOST HIGH MIGHTY ONE
YHVH is YL.
Isaac 45: 5: ”I am YHVH, and there is none else, besides Me there is no YL”.
- used in this course in place of the English titles of God, Almighty, and Mighty God.
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Anointed of YHVH
or
MSHYCH: pronounced maw she’ akh (a in as in far, ee as in tea, a as in far).
The ORIGINAL Hebrew pronunciation of the title meaning: (Promised) Only Begotten
Son of YHVH Anointed by YHVH to be the instrument of His Salvation.
Acts 10 37: 38: (Peter speaking to the household of Cornelius)”Ye yourselves know
what hath come to pass throughout the whole of Judaea, beginning
from Galilee, after the baptism which John preached, respecting
YHVHYSH Who was of Nazareth: How YHVH anointed Him with
His Holy Spirit and with power, Who went about doing good and
healing all that were oppressed by the adversary, because YHVH was
with Him”.
- used in place of the English titles, Christ and Messiah.
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Creator: - YHVH is Creator.
Genesis 1: 1: ”In the beginning YL created the Heavens and the earth”.
Isaac 44: 24: ”Thus saith YHVH, who hath redeemed thee, who hath fashioned thee
from birth, I YHVH am the maker of all things, stretching out the
Heavens alone, spreading forth the earth of Myself”.
Isaac 45: 12: ”I {YHVH} made the earth, and man upon it I created, Mine own hand
stretched out the Heavens, and all their host I commanded”.
Revelation 4: 11: ”Worthy art Thou, O YHVH our YL, to receive the glory, and the
honor, and the power: because Thou didst create all things, and by
reason of Thy will they were, and were created”.
- YHVH creates “of Himself” according to the decisions of His Will which is motivated
by Love and Wisdom.

Father: - YHVH is Father.
- The title spoken by one who has been born above and impregnated with the seed of
YHVHYSH to become a spiritual son or daughter of YHVH.
Romans 8: 14: 15: ”For as many as by YHVH’s Spirit are being led, the same are
YHVH’s sons, for ye have not received a spirit of servitude leading
back into fear, but ye have received a Spirit of sonship, whereby we
are exclaiming, Abba! Oh Father!”
Uncreated - having neither beginning nor end; SELF EXISTING.
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Exodus 3: 13: 14: And Moses said unto YHVH, “Behold, when I come unto the
children of Israel, and shall say unto them, the YL of your fathers
hath sent me unto you; and they shall say unto me, What is His
name? What shall I say to them?”
AND YHVH said unto Moses, “I AM THAT I AM: and he said, “Thus shalt thou say
unto the children of Israel, I AM sent me to you”.
“I AM” proclaims self-existence. YHVH is uncreated.
UNCREATED MAGNETISM:
YHVH is Self Existing MAGNETISM.
UNCREATED MAGNETISM is the creative force of YHVH organizing and holding
things together according to His Will. UNCREATED has neither beginning nor end.
UNCREATED is the Source of the created. Therefore, YHVH is the Source of the
created magnetism by which His (this) Creation is organized and held together.
UNCREATED MAGNETISM is the creative force of YHVH establishing (set up)
Creation and keeping it together to accomplish its ordained purpose. The following
Scriptures give evidence of the creative organizational holding force of YHVH.
Isaac 45: 18: ”For thus saith YHVH, who created the Heaven, YL Himself who
fashioned the earth and made it, Himself established it, not a waste
created He in it, to be dwelt in, He fashioned it, I am YHVH and there
is none else”.
Psalm 119: 90: 91 : ”To generation after generation is Thy faithfulness. Thou hast
established the earth and it standeth. By Thy regulations do they stand
today, for all are Thy servants”.
Psalm 93: 1: ”YHVH hath become King, with majesty is He clothed, clothed is YHVH,
with strength hath He girded Himself, surely He hath fixed
(established) the world, it shall not be shaken”.
Psalm 96: 10: ”Say among the nations, YHVH hat become King, surely He hat fixed
(established) the world, it shall not be shaken. He will judge the
peoples with equity”.
Jeremiah 10: 12: ”He that made the earth by His power, that established the world by
His wisdom, and by His understanding stretched out the Heavens”.
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UNCREATED LIGHT:
YHVH is Self Existing Light.
UNCREATED LIGHT is the raw material from which everything is created.
UNCREATED has neither beginning nor end. UNCREATED is the Source of the
created. Therefore, YHVH is the Source of all created things.
LIGHT is the creative substance “of Himself” out-flowing from YHVH when He speaks
to create.
James 1: 17: ”Every good giving, and every perfect gift is from above, coming down
from the Father of Lights, with Whom there is no alternation, nor shadow
cast by turning”.
1 John 1: 5: ”And this is the message which we have heard from Him, and are reporting
unto you, that YHVH is Light, and in Him is no darkness at all”.
Isaac 60: 1: 3: ”Arise, shine, for they light hath come, and the glory of YHVH on thee
hath beamed; For lo, darkness covereth the earth, and deep gloom the
peoples, but on the beameth YHVH, and His glory on thee is seen. So
shall nations come to thy light, and kings to the brightness of thy
dawning”.
Revelation 21: 23: ”And the city hath no need of the sun nor of the moon, that they
should shine therein; for the glory of YHVH illumined it, and the lamp
(light) thereof was the Lamb”.
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HOW IS THIS CREATION SUSTAINED?
WHAT ARE THE TWO FORMS OF CREATED MAGNETISM?
WHAT GOVERNS CREATED MAGNETISM IN THIS CREATION?
WHAT IS RHYTHM?
WHAT IS CREATED LIGHT?
WHAT ARE THE THREE DIFFERENT FORMS OF CREATED LIGHT ENERGY?
HOW DOES CREATED LIGHT ENERGY EXIST IN THE ENVIRONMENT?
WHAT IS DAY?
WHAT IS NIGHT?
IS THERE MORE DAY OR NIGHT ENERGY?
WHAT WAS THE PURPOSE OF CREATION AT THIS POINT?
WHAT IS LIFE FORCE?
WHAT ARE THE TWO DISTINCT DEGREES OF LIFE FORCE?
HOW AND WHY WERE THE PLANTS AND ANIMALS CREATED?
HOW DID YHVH CREATE MAN?
HOW IS LIFE FORCE SUSTAINED?
WHAT KIND OF LIFE FORCE DID WE INHERIT FROM ADAM?
WHERE DOES LIFE FORCE RESIDE IN MAN’S BODY?
WHY DID YHVH CREATE MAN?
HOW DOES ONE QUALIFY FOR A RELATIONSHIP WITH YHVH?
HOW DOES MAN LEARN FROM YHVH’S PHYSICAL CREATION?
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CREATION
HOW DID YHVH WILL THIS CREATION INTO EXISTENCE?
Revelation 4: 11: ”Worthy art Thou, O YHVH our YL, to receive
the glory, and the honour, and the power: because Thou didst create
all things, and by reason of Thy Will they were, and were created”.
To create is to organize and hold raw material together in such a way that it continues as
designed for the purpose it was created.
YHVH creates by speaking the Words that express the decisions of His Will. YHVH
spoke this (His) Creation into existence with the Words that expressed His Will
regarding it.
YHVH creates with the Words He speaks because they are both the expression of His
Will and the means of fulfilling His Will.
YHVH’s Words are the means of fulfilling His Will because they “form” the exhalation
of His Breath into the objects of His Will.
The exhalation of YHVH’s Breath is the outflow of His LIGHT and His MAGNETISM.
YHVH’s MAGNETISM is the creative force organizing the raw materials of LIGHT
and holding them together according to His Will to accomplish His plan and purpose in
this (His) Creation.
Genesis 1: 3: ”And YL said, Light be, and light was”.
Psalm 33: 6: 9: ”By the word of YHVH the Heavens were made, and by the spirit
(breath) of His mouth, all their host: For He spake and it was, He
commanded and it stood forth”.
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YHVH creates by speaking Words that form and exhale His Breath containing the
MAGNETISM and LIGHT to create and establish what has been spoken.
The WORDS of YHVH
both express His Will and outflow of His MAGNETISM and LIGHT,
TRANSFORMING
the UNCREATED MAGNETISM and UNCREATED LIGHT “of Himself”
into
the CREATED physical forms He designed to be this (His) Creation.
The WORDS of YHVH
are
THE CHAMBER
through which
is UNCREATED MAGNETISM and LIGHT
are transformed
into the Created magnetism and Light of this (His) Creation.

WHAT IS THIS CREATION COMPOSED OF?
This (His) Creation is composed of the Magnetism and Light YHVH created “of
Himself” for the purpose of its specific design.
This (His) Creation is composed of YHVH - ordained Created Magnetism and Created
Light.
HOW IS THIS (HIS) CREATION SUSTAINED?
This (His) Creation runs on the very components it was created from as it cooperates
with them in the Overall Plan established by YHVH.
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WHAT IS CREATED MAGNETISM?
Created Magnetism is the physical manifestation into the Creation of YHVH’s
UNCREATED MAGNETISM.
YHVH is UNCREATED MAGNETISM, eternally and perfectly organized.
YHVH’s UNCREATED MAGNETISM spoken through the chamber of His Words at
Creation became the physical Created Magnetism we observe in this (His) Creation as
the cement that holds it together.
YHVH is the Source of Created Magnetism by which all Creation is organized and held
together.
CREATED MAGNETISM is FORCE.
It is the unseen force organizing and keeping each piece of Creation in its place
according to the Will of YHVH. It is the governing organizer of this (His) Creation.
It is the evidence of something organized and held together to have purpose. Only when
it is not working properly is there evidence of its absence because of the disorganization
involved. Lack of organization is lack of created magnetism.
Created Magnetism manifests itself in this (His) Creation as a force, which has the
ability to attract or repel. The force of Created Magnetism is observed as “push” or
“pull”.
Created Magnetism is measured by the degree and direction of its attraction or repulsion.
Created magnetism is a part of everything created. It is YHVH’s spoken Will for
everything He created.
WHAT ARE TWO FORMS OF CREATED MAGNETISM?
The two forms of Created Magnetism YHVH spoke into existence are South Pole
Magnetism and its opposite, North Pole Magnetism.
Because they are opposite, they attract each other. North Pole Magnetism attracts South
Pole Magnetism. South Pole Magnetism attracts North Pole Magnetism. Magnetism
from the same Poles repel each other. North Pole Magnetism repels North Pole
Magnetism. South Pole Magnetism repels South Pole Magnetism.
Different combinations of their attractions and repulsion’s accommodate all the
necessary organizational and holding patterns of this (His) Creation.
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WHAT GOVERNS CREATED MAGNETISM IN THIS CREATION?
YHVH created the sun with a dominance of South Pole Magnetism and the Earth and
Moon with a dominance of North Pole Magnetism.
Therefore, the dominant South Pole Magnetism of the sun governs Day, while the
dominant North Pole Magnetism of the Earth and Moon governs Night.
During Day, the closeness of the sun to that part of the earth indicates the sun’s
dominance of South Pole Magnetism.
During the Night, the distance of the sun away from the earth allows the North Pole
Magnetism of earth to dominate.
Although one magnetism may dominate at a particular time, both magnetism's must be
present to some degree.
The Created magnetism of the sun and earth are the manifestation of YHVH’s Will to
organize and keep the physical Creation according to His Overall Plan: Rhythm.
WHAT IS RHYTHM?
Rhythm is the assigned pattern something needs to follow in order to function correctly
and remain in YHVH’s Will.
Rhythm is part of Created Magnetism. CREATED MAGNETISM ASSIGNS
RHYTHM. Created magnetism is the force organizing everything and holding it
together individually and collectively so it all fits together into the OVERALL Rhythm
YHVH assigned to this (His) Creation.
Rhythm is both the OVERALL pattern assigned to this (His) Creation of which
everything is a part, and the INDIVIDUAL pattern assigned to each part because each
part needs to fit into the OVERALL pattern in order to serve its purpose.
Overall Rhythm is the ORIGINAL blueprint of the entire Creation as a whole.
Individual Rhythm is the ORIGINAL blueprint of each component of Creation.
When something functions according to its assigned pattern (or Rhythm), it is in tune
with YHVH’s Creation and therefore, in tune with His Will.
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WHAT IS CREATED LIGHT?
Created Light is the physical manifestation into this Creation of YHVH’s UNCREATED
LIGHT. Created Light is the raw material “of YHVH” from which everything is created.
Created Light is ENERGY.
YHVH created the earth, its environment, and man from the raw material of Created
Light Energy.
However, it is YHVH’s Created Magnetism that organized and holds the Created Light
Energy together to be as He willed.
WHAT ARE THE COMPONENTS OF CREATED LIGHT ENERGY?
Created Light Energy can be separated into two small particles of energy. The smallest
particle of Created Light Energy is the anion. the second smallest particle is the cation.
Created Light Energy is the result of the interaction of anions and cations.
The different arrangements of anions and cations arranged and held together by
magnetism not only create everything that exists, but sustains everything that exists.
HOW DO ANIONS AND CATIONS SUSTAIN EVERYTHING THAT EXISTS?
Anions spin in a clockwise direction. Cations spin in a counter-clockwise direction.
When they come in contact with each other through the force of Magnetism, their spins
resist each other and produce energy.
This contact with each other is called RESISTANCE. When anions and cations are put
together into an arrangement by Magnetism, the RESISTANCE created reflects the sum
total of the activity of the anions and cations. The display of the activity of the
RESISTANCE of anions and cations is FREQUENCY. FREQUENCY is the vibration
rate of something according to the arrangement of its anions and cations, evidenced by a
wave or pulse that can be seen or measured.
Because anions and cations are held together by Magnetism, they can be disorganized by
a greater Magnetism and then reorganized according to the greater Magnetism. Because
this process changes the arrangement of anions and cations, it changes the
RESISTANCE, which changes the FREQUENCY.
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WHAT ARE THE THREE DIFFERENT FORMS OF CREATED LIGHT ENERGY?

Created Light Energy was organized and separated into three different FORMS by the
Magnetism in the spoken Words of YHVH’s Will, and remains so today by the same
Created Magnetism.
1)
HEAT energy…a combination of anions and cations with a dominance of
anions.
The three different FORMS of Created Light Energy are:
2)
ELECTRICAL energy…energy is a balance of anions and cations.
3)
MATTER energy…energy is a balance of anions and cations.
Everything YHVH created is some combination of HEAT, ELECTRICITY and
MATTER. Although the combinations vary, these three FORMS are the raw materials
forming all man sees, hears, smells, tastes, and touches.
HOW DOES CREATED LIGHT ENERGY EXIST IN THE ENVIRONMENT?
At Creation, YHVH spoke the dominance of HEAT energy and ELECTRICAL energy
for Day, and the dominance of MATTER energy for Night.
Therefore, Day is dominated by anions because it has more HEAT energy and
ELECTRICAL energy than MATTER energy
HEAT energy and ELECTRICAL energy is concentrated in the sun, making it the
main source of HEAT and ELECTRICITY.
HEAT energy and ELECTRICAL energy are the more active and exciting FORMS of
Created Light Energy.
Night is dominated by cations because it has more MATTER energy than either HEAT
or ELECTRICAL energy.
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WHAT IS DAY?
Day is part of the OVERALL Rhythm of Creation.
REGARDING CREATED MAGNETISM
The South Pole Magnetism of the sun governs the day because of its closeness to that
part of the earth.
REGARDING CREATED LIGHT
Day is the time YHVH designated for the dominance of HEAT and ELECTRICAL
energy. Therefore, day is dominated by anions. During the day bodies rise and stand tall
because the anions of the sun attract and draw to themselves the anions of the body.
Day is the time when the CREATED PHYSICAL LIGHT ENERGY of HEAT and
ELECTRICITY is directly available from the sun.
HEAT and ELECTRICAL energy is concentrated in the sun, which governs the
amount and kind of CREATED PHYSICAL LIGHT ENERGY for Day.
The sun is the main source of HEAT and ELECTRICAL energy.
The HEAT and ELECTRICAL energy of Day is the more active and exciting part of
CREATED PHYSICAL LIGHT ENERGY mainly because it has the South Pole
Magnetism related to it.
Day begins at sunrise and ends at sunset.
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WHAT IS NIGHT?
Night is part of the Rhythm of Creation.
REGARDING CREATED MAGNETISM
The North Pole Magnetism of the earth governs the Night because the distance of the
sun away from the earth allows the North Pole Magnetism of the earth to dominate.
REGARDING CREATED LIGHT
Night is the time YHVH designated for the dominance of MATTER energy. Night is the
time when the CREATED PHYSICAL LIGHT ENERGY of MATTER is directly
available. Therefore, Night is dominated by cations. The MATTER Energy of the earth
attracts and draws to itself, the cations in the body cause it to want to lay down.
Although at night, some indirect HEAT and ELECTRICAL energy is reflected from
the sun by the moon and stars, MATTER energy dominates and is directly available.
The Earth, Moon, and Stars govern the amount and kind of CREATED PHYSICAL
LIGHT ENERGY for Night.
MATTER energy is Mineral Energy concentrated in the earth. It is solid because it is
the slowed down and less active part of CREATED PHYSICAL LIGHT ENERGY.
Earth is the main source of MATTER energy.
Night begins at sunset and ends at sunrise.
IS THERE MORE DAY OR NIGHT ENERGY?
The magnetic energies and Light energies of Day and Night balance themselves every
24-hour period, but they do so at different times during that period.
Day and Night are shorter or longer in different parts of the earth, depending on angle
and distance of location to the sun.
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WHAT WAS THE PURPOSE OF CREATION AT THIS POINT?
Thus far, all that was created was INORGANIC, without life.
YHVH developed Creation to this point to be the environment for ORGANIC life to
exist in and learn from, to eventually become part of the Greater Creation of His Family.
YHVH created ORGANIC from the already created INORGANIC by endowing it with
a FORCE that brought it to life, keeping it alive, and allowing it to reproduce after its
own kind.
YHVH designed specific forms from the INORGANIC Mineral Energy on Earth and
endowed them with LIFE FORCE to become the different forms of ORGANIC life in
this (His) Creation. All forms of organic LIFE CONTAIN A DEGREE OF YHVH’s
LIFE FORCE.
WHAT IS LIFE FORCE?

LIFE FORCE is YHVH’s unknown, unseen, life-giving agent He placed within each of
His ORGANIC creatures making them a conscience being.
LIFE FORCE is identified by the ability to respire, or breath. There are two distinct
degrees of LIFE FORCE.
WHAT ARE THE TWO DISTINCT DEGREES OF LIFE FORCE
IN THIS CREATION?

The LESSER degree of YHVH’s LIFE FORCE came INDIRECTLY from YHVH to
His lesser-developed forms. Plants and animals contain INDIRECT LIFE FORCE.
INDIRECT LIFE FORCE is completely physical and solely dependent on the physical
environment for its continuance. It enables the mineral form it is in to receive and
transmit only Created Energy.
The HIGHER degree of YHVH’s LIFE FORCE came DIRECTLY from YHVH to His
most developed form. Only man contains DIRECT LIFE FORCE.
DIRECT LIFE FORCE is more than INDIRECT LIFE FORCE. In addition to the
physical aspects of INDIRECT, it also contains the potential from YHVH to receive and
transmit His UNCREATED Life and Energy, and to eventually become and immortal
spiritual being, forever a member of His Eternal Family. DIRECT LIFEFORCE is the
result of the Breath of Life YHVH breathed DIRECTLY into Adam at his creation.
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HOW AND WHY WERE THE PLANTS AND ANIMALS CREATED?
Plants and animals were created COMPLETE by the spoken Words of YHVH. They
were created with YHVH’s INDIRECT LIFE FORCE.
Unlike Adam, plants and animals did not receive their LIFE FORCE DIRECTLY from
YHVH, but were created with it already in them.
Plants and animals have bodies containing LIFE FORCE dependent on, and limited to
their physical environment.
INDIRECT LIFE FORCE in Plants and Animals
1…Contains the ability for plant and animal bodies to take in, process, and use the
physical energies of the atmosphere and earth to maintain their structure and renew the
energy it runs on.
2…Contains the ability to reproduce after its own kind.
3…Contains a “soul life” that: is conscious only of itself and its physical environment
through its five senses.
4…Is programmed by YHVH to respond correctly to its environment.
Unlike man, the LIFE FORCE of plants and animals do not contain the ability to think
and reason, make decisions, express thoughts through speech, or the ability to know
YHVH personally, and become a member of His Family.
Plants and animals were created to be part of the learning environment for those YHVH
endowed with His DIRECT LIFE FORCE.
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HOW DID YHVH CREATE MAN?
Genesis 2 7 : ”So the YHVH YL formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed in
his nostrils the Breath of Life and man became a living Soul”.
Paraphrase of Genesis 2: 7:
So then YHVH formed man’s body from the mineral energy of the earth and
DIRECTLY out-flowed His LIFE FORCE into the body of man to allow him a
consciousness of himself, his environment, and his Creator.
YHVH’s Breath of Life out-flowed LIFE FORCE into His most developed mineral form
to create man.
DIRECT LIFE FORCE in man:
1…contains the ability for man’s body to take in, process, and use the physical energies
of the atmosphere and earth to maintain its structure and renew the energy it runs on.
2…contains the ability to reproduce after its own kind.
3…contains a “soul life” that:
is conscious of itself and its physical environment through its five senses and has the
ability to think and reason, make decisions, and express thoughts through speech.
4…contains the potential to know YHVH personally through His Creation, His
Revelation in YHVHYSH, and His Word, to become a member of YHVH’s Family
NOW and FOREVER, to use YHVH’s Uncreated Energy to accomplish YHVH’s
purposes, and to experience the Spirit and Life of YHVH and YHVHYSH.
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HOW IS LIFE FORCE SUSTAINED?
The length of time the LIFE FORCE remains in the body is conditional on the amount of
time the body lasts, which is conditional on the health of the structure and the condition
of the energies of atmosphere and earth.
Plants and animals live according to their programmed time.
At this time in history, it is possible for man’s body to last 120 years.
INDIRECT LIFE FORCE resides in plants and animals only as long as plant or animal
structure is able to sustain itself from the physical energies of the atmosphere and earth.
DIRECT LIFE FORCE resides in Earth born man (without YHVH) only as long as his
body is able to sustain itself from the physical energies of the atmosphere and the earth.
However, DIRECT LIFE FORCE resides in a man's Spirit born from above (in union
with YHVHYSH) as long as either the body is able to sustain itself from the physical
energies of the atmosphere and the earth, OR as long as the Uncreated Life and Energy
of YHVH is available to it.
A man who’s spirit is in union with YHVH’s Spirit has the potential to receive YHVH’s
Uncreated Life and Energy to sustain his body.
In every area of his life and at any given moment, he can choose to live by the energies
of YHVH made available to him in YHVHYSH, OR live by the physical energies of his
environment.
Man does not die because LIFE FORCE departs. LIFE FORCE departs and man dies
because his body breaks down to the point it can no longer function to give expression to
the LIFE FORCE within it.
LIFE FORCE comes from YHVH, belongs to YHVH, and returns to YHVH when
either the body structure breaks down or the physical energies of the atmosphere and
earth are no longer available.
LIFE FORCE can never be replaced or supplemented. It needs to be managed efficiently
through proper LIFESTYLE.
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WHAT KIND OF LIFE FORCE DID WE INHERIT FROM ADAM?
The original LIFE FORCE YHVH breathed into Adam allowed Adam direct fellowship
with YHVH and access to His Uncreated Life and Energy. However, Adam’s choice to
disobey YHVH and eat of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil ended the
fellowship and access, leaving Adam totally dependent on the physical environment to
sustain his LIFE FORCE.
Because Adam was the first seed of man and he produced after his own kind, each
person inherits Adam’s Fallen (not Original) LIFE FORCE.
This Fallen LIFE FORCE man is born with is inherited through the seed of one’s
parents. It is “out of fellowship with YHVH” which makes it totally dependent on the
physical energies of atmosphere and earth for continuance in man’s body.
WHERE DOES LIFE FORCE RESIDE IN MAN’S BODY?
LIFE FORCE is in the blood.
YHVH breathed the Original LIFE FORCE into Adam’s body through his nostrils and
lungs, into his blood.
This Breath from YHVH began the respiration process that takes energies from the
atmosphere, deposits them in the blood, circulates them throughout the body for
processing and use, and then expels the waste energy produced.
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WHY DID YHVH CREATE MAN?
Out of His Love, YHVH created man to become an eternal member of His Spiritual
Family.
YHVH created a mortal man with the potential in his LIFE FORCE to become a
spiritual man in an immortal body that will live on forever with YHVH.
YHVH’s DIRECT Breath that out-flowed the LIFE FORCE into Adam created the
potential for the relationship with YHVH here on earth and forever in Heaven. It is the
combination of Adam's body with YHVH 's DIRECT FORCE that created the man's
spirit.
Through the union of man’s spirit of YHVHYSH, YHVH develops and trains man here
on earth to rule and reign with YHVHYSH. Adam was the first physical man.
YHVHYSH is the first spiritual man.
Even though YHVHYSH is the Seed of YHVH, on earth He lived in a created mortal
body. However, unlike man, YHVHYSH’s created mortal body was in constant union
with His Father’s Uncreated Life and Energy giving Him the knowledge and ability to
live perfectly in His Father’s Will.
While on earth YHVH’s Uncreated Life and Energy was always available to
YHVHYSH. In every circumstance, YHVHYSH chose the Life and Energy of YHVH
to operate through Him instead of Himself. So also, the man whose spirit is in union
with YHVHYSH’s Spirit is able to appropriate YHVH’s Uncreated Life and Energy as
his privilege of choice.
Each choice man makes brings either life or death. In every circumstance man can
choose to either make himself available to YHVH for the outflow of His Uncreated Life
and Energy to himself and others, OR do things in his own capacity, solely based on
Created knowledge and strength.
At His Resurrection, YHVHYSH received an immortal body that united with YHVH’s
Uncreated Energy in His Spirit to make YHVHYSH immortal and the first member of
YHVH’s Spiritual Eternal Family. So also it will be with man after he first qualifies to
receive YHVH’s Uncreated Energy into the spirit of his mortal body, and then he
qualifies for immortality to his mortal body.
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YHVH’s LIFE FORCE + mortal body composed of MATTER = physical man with the
potential for YHVH’s Uncreated Life and Energy.
YHVH’s LIFE FORCE + mortal body composed of MATTER + YHVHYSH’s Spirit
united with man’s spirit = physical man with access to YHVHYSH’s Spirit containing
YHVH’s Uncreated Life and Energy.
YHVH’s LIFE FORCE + resurrected mortal body composed of HEAT and
ELECTRICITY + YHVHYSH’s Spirit united with human spirit = spiritual man with
access to YHVHYSH’s Spirit containing YHVH’s Uncreated Life and Energy for all
eternity.
HOW DOES ONE QUALIFY FOR A RELATIONSHIP WITH YHVH?
First: YHVH draws one to realize the incompleteness of his self-centered existence
solely dependent on Created Energy.
Second:
YHVH reveals YHVHYSH to one’s mind as the Truth of YHVH, the Life
of YHVH, and the way to YHVH, which brings completeness and purpose.
Third and Finally: When one recognizes YHVH as their YL (Most High Mighty One)
and YHVHYSH as His Anointed Son that came to earth and redeemed mankind
through His Life, Death, Burial, and Resurrection, AND chooses to become a part of the
Family of YHVH. YHVH then places him in YHVHYSH to be born from above, which
begins the training and preparation for ruling and reigning in the kingdom of
YHVHYSH when He returns to Earth.
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HOW DOES MAN LEARN FROM YHVH’s PHYSICAL CREATION?
IN THIS CREATION, THE PHYSICAL COMES BEFORE THE SPIRITUAL

Adam, the physical man, came before YHVHYSH, the Spiritual Man. Therefore all of
this Creation is set up to follow that order.
Because YHVH resides in the highest dimension, man can only know about YHVH and
His Ways:
1…By His direct revelation into man’s spirit.
2…By the revelation of His Written Word.
3…By observation of how He set up and operates this physical Creation that is “of
Himself.”
Before pursuing knowledge of YHVH and YHVHYSH from observation, it must be
understood that because the created physical dimension is a lesser degree then the
spiritual dimension of YHVH, an understanding of the physical is not only introductory,
but essential before understanding the things of the higher spiritual dimension of
YHVH.
Insight into the physical aspects of this (His) Creation, are the first lessons YHVH uses
to reveal knowledge about Himself to the physical man.
Upon man’s response to YHVH, He reveals His Son and Savior, YHVHYSH, and upon
man’s response to YHVHYSH, the Uncreated Life and Energy of YHVH is made
available through choice.
It is at this time the earth’s environment becomes the training center YHVH uses to
develop His man into the image of YHVHYSH. This process continues throughout a
believer’s life as he submits to each step of YHVH’s training.

PLEASE TAKE ADVANTAGE OF YHVH'S GRACE!
By: Donald Gene of the earthly Kraus Famil; reborn into YHVH's Family; and a
member of Body of YHVH's son YHVHYSH.
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